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administrator has implemented a new group policy on a domain controller and wants a technician to verify the group policy is active

on a desktop computer. Which of the following commands should the technician execute?A.    dcgpofixB.    dcdi.gC.    gpresultD.   

gpmc.nuncE.    gpupdateAnswer: DQUESTION 1392A Linux system powers on but fails to complete the boot process. Which of

the following should be checked FIRST to correct the issue?A.    sudoB.    lilo/grub    C.    ifconfigD.    ntldrAnswer: BQUESTION

1393A company executive reports receiving numerous bounce-back messages to an inbox. When a technician investigates, it

appears the executive did not send any of the messages that triggered the bounce-back replies. Which of the following is MOST

likely to have occurred'A.    Social engineeringB.    Man-in-the-mid die attackC.    Spear pNshingD.    Email hijackingE.    Logic

bombAnswer: AQUESTION 1394Which of the following software types should a user install on a smartphone if the user does not

want communication to be readable when accessing the Internet through a hot-spot?A.    BluetoothB.    PGPC.    VPND.    Firewall

Answer: BQUESTION 1395A customer calls and reports that upon launching the Windows built-in calculator application a UAC

dialog appears requiring the customer to enter the password for administrative access. Which of the following is MOST likely to be

causing this?A.    The system has a Trojan infection.B.    The parental controls have been enabled.C.    Ransomware is present on the

system.D.    Only administrators can run the calculator application.Answer: CQUESTION 1396A technician is selling up a

computer that will have a hypervisor installed. The technician checks the specifications of the available computer. Which of the

following specifications are MOST important to consider? (Select TWO)A.    Size of HDDB.    Speed of NICC.    Graphic resolution

D.    External storageE.    Amount of RAWF.    Second NIC installedAnswer: ACQUESTION 1397While working on a user's

computer a technician notices no prompt appears when a process runs with administrative credentials. The technician wants to make

sure the user is warned to ensure rogue processes do not run with elevated privileges. Which of the following Control Panel utilities

would allow the technician to modify this setting?A.    Administrative ToolsB.    File Explorer OptionsC.    Credential ManagerD.   

User Account ControlAnswer: AQUESTION 1398A technician is troubleshooting a Windows machine that is unable to boot

Attempts to boot into safe mode result in the system continuously rebooting. To repair the computer without losing data the

technician should boot:A.    using factory recovery partitionB.    using preinstallation environmentC.    with POST on verbose mode

D.    with BIOS default settingsAnswer: CQUESTION 1399Joe an employee installs his own version of software on a

company-issued laptop and uses the software for corporate work. A technician is alerted to the change and uninstalls the application.

Which of the following explains the reason why the technician uninstalled the software?A.    A commercial license is in useB.    An

open source license is in useC.    An enterprise license is m useD.    A personal license is in useAnswer: AQUESTION 1400Which

of the following physical security measures would inexpensively prevent the theft of a computer within an office budding? (Select

TWO)A.    MantrapB.    Cable locksC.    ID badgesD.    Entry control rostersE.    BiometricsF.    Locked doorsAnswer: AF
QUESTION 1401Over the years a user has been accidentally creating copies of folders in a personal drive and as a result, there are

now hundreds of "copy of copy" folders dotted throughout the drive. Which of the following Windows command line tools might a

technician use to obtain a complete list of all the folders for use in a deletion script?A.    dirB.    1sC.    rdD.    delAnswer: D
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